concepts & materials

Upstyle Industries
Upstyle Industries is a social enterprise that aims at reducing waste
mountains and overconsumption. We scale up resource efficiency by
collaborating with existing businesses to turn their waste into successful
products, with a three-fold approach.


 Connect: We connect the waste of companies with the right
designers, and we find where products can be produced on a
larger scale.



 Design: We test what is possible to do with each waste flow and
we develop the right solutions based on its characteristics and
the market.



 Research: We research under which conditions reuse is better,
the same or worse than other eco-design or waste management
methods. We investigate what are the best business models to
scale up good reuse.
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1.1 Introduction
As society pursues well-being by mass consumption and disposal of
products, the waste mountains grow. Businesses and designers start
to take advantage of this opportunity and many products made out of
waste are designed and sold every year. We see the emergence of a
reuse and recycling movement, and we believe that it will keep growing
in the coming years.

Is reuse a sustainable solution?
It has been proven that it is possible to design with waste instead of
virgin raw materials. The challenge that is opening now is finding out
how to best go about it.
Unfortunately not all recycling and reusing is environmentally friendly.
It depends on many different things like type of waste used, production
process, energy use, use of toxics, transport distances, whether the objects
keep their recyclability, etc.
At the same time recycled products are most of the time high end,
one-off pieces or small series at most. Reuse is a niche while the mass
market remains dominated by unsustainable products designed to
be discarded.

We believe that reuse design can become a sustainable
product design and waste management strategy by targeting
a larger market and working with front-running sustainability
standards. Our mission is to achieve this by bringing together
the creativity of designers with economic and ecological
knowledge from business and science.

$PODFQUTŔ*OUSPEVDUJPO
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Trends

Opportunities

Reuse priority

Waste management

After the achievements of the past two
decades in increasing recycling rates, it is
time to step up the waste hierarchy towards
reuse and circular systems.

Beyond creating awareness, large scale
product and material reuse systems
become
real
solutions
for
waste
management.

Finding ways to put to good use current
waste flows has become a recognized
priority by the circular economy community.

An expanded waste hierarchy guides
choices to optimize aspects like scalability
and quality conservation.

scale up

Wasted resources

Resource efficiency

Our cities still offer a large amount of
post consumer and industrial residual
flows that are being labeled as waste just
because they are in the wrong place at the
wrong time.

Extending the life of products and materials
is a straightforward way to improve the resource efficiency of our economy, the ability to do more with less.
The environmental gains of reuse can be
quantified from a life cycle perspective to
avoid side effects.

There is an unrealized potential to use their
qualities as building blocks for a closed
loop economic system.

Design in times of change
Designers are the most valuable in times
of change. The current economic and
ecologic crisis demands for a redesign of
our production and consumption systems.
New technologies and business models
open possibilities for designers to address
ecological and economic problem solving.

reuse
design

Sustainable products
Products and services based on reuse are
designed with an eye on the market and
the other on the qualities of the waste itself.
Consumers and industries are provided
with purchasing options that can meet
their needs with less pressure on natural
resources and ecosystems

$PODFQUTŔ*OUSPEVDUJPO
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Glossary
Reuse means using products and materials again as they were once
made, for the function and properties they already have. It is the shortest
way of closing the material loop.
Recycling recovers material properties of products taking them back
to the raw material stage, through processes like grinding, selecting,
washing and/or melting. Recycled materials are a substitute for virgin
raw materials, and have then to be processed again into new products,
before they can be of use again.
Downcycling extracts from products much less value than what they
have, like using sofas as fuel and ceramics as gravel. This is the least
favorable way of closing the loop: there is an energy gain from burning
a sofa, but somewhere else much more energy is being used to produce
an identical new sofa for the market.

$PODFQUTŔ*OUSPEVDUJPO
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1.2 Upstyling the waste hierarchy
Reuse is the shortest way of closing the material loop, using products and
materials again as they were once made, for the function and properties
they already have. For this reason it is included in the waste hierarchy as
the second most preferable option after waste prevention.
We expand the waste pyramid distinguishing five forms of reuse, based
on how much of the original product is reused (i.e. the whole thing, parts,
a component) and for what (i.e. the same use as before, for a new use).
This distinction lets us to evaluate alternative options based on their
potential to be scaled up and effectively contribute to our economy’s
resource efficiency.

PREVENTION

DIRECT REUSE

UPGRADING
CREATIVE REUSE
REMANUFACTURING
MATERIAL REUSE

Where is reuse in EU policy?
That reuse is better than recycling is no news. The Waste Hierarchy
framework that states this has been first proposed in 1979.
However, reuse is hard to work with. A clear example is the EU waste
policy. It is one of the most ambitious in the world, but nonetheless
it has a clear focus on increasing recycling and sort of overlooks
reuse, leaving it entirely up to private initiatives.

Recycling and reuse: If waste cannot be

RECYCLING

ENERGY RECOVERY

prevented, as many of the materials as possible
should be recovered, preferably by recycling.
EU website, Waste page

DISPOSAL

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waste_hierarchy
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/

$PODFQUTŔ6QTUZMJOHUIFXBTUFIJFSBSDIZ
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CJ O’Neill

Form of reuse

LOT of Design

Upstyle Industries

Direct reuse

Upgrade

Creative reuse

Remanufacturing

Material reuse

Second hand sale,
swapping

Painting, renovating

Tailor made design
from waste

Standard design
from waste

Recovered wood
sale

Reusing a product
for the same use as
it was made for in
the first place, after
the required repairs

Improving a
discarded product
in a simple way

Designing new
products individually,
based on waste
products

Reusing in a standardized way one or more
components from
waste products to
make new products

Disassembling a
product and extracting one or more raw
materials for existing
industries

Whole product

Whole product

Components or
materials

Components or
materials

Components or
materials

Same use as before

Same use as before

In new individually
designed products

In new products
made in series

By regular industries

Example

Description

What is reused

Where

$PODFQUTŔ6QTUZMJOHUIFXBTUFIJFSBSDIZ
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1.3 Benefits of reuse
The characteristics of a specific type of reuse determine its potential for
creating benefits for a sustainable economy.
When reuse involves too much handling and processing, it is only fit
for very small scale production, or it conserves only little quality of
the original product, the environmental benefits and the economic
opportunities are reduced.
Simple processing
How much handling and processing is required to put the
product back into the economy? Is the reuse efficient in terms
of labor, energy and material use?
Scalability
Does it have potential for being scaled up? To what extent
could it actually be standarized and substitute regular
products in the market?
Quality conservation
How much of the origInal qualities of the product (material
quality, functionality, aesthetics) are actually being reused?
How many are lost?

Form of reuse

Simple
processing

Scalability

Quality
conservation

Direct reuse

Upgrade

Creative reuse

Remanufacturing

Material reuse

In this table the five types of reuse we presented are assessed
on the basis of these three dimensions. Direct reuse and
remanufacturing are the types of reuse that have more
sustainability potential, since they are easier to scale up,
conserve quality and do not involve too much reprocessing.

$PODFQUTŔ#FOFţUTPGSFVTF
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Energy benefit

Methodology

What about the energy cost of reuse?

When a material or product is reused, it
avoids the need for buying a new material

The energy gain is the amount of energy that
is saved by reusing or recycling a specific

Additional processing and transportation are
part of reuse. Their energy use can be a lot,

from a store, which in turns avoid the need
to produce this material and to extract and
transport natural resources. Since different
products have different environmental footprints, the benefit of reuse depends on the
material type.

product or material. In order to calculate
it we have to look at what happens normally
to the waste and at what type of materials and
products are substituted by reused ones.

but it is not considered in the calculations here.
This energy use varies too much from case to
case to be quantified for general cases, and
can only be considered for specific types of
reuse. This topic is covered more in detail in
the next chapter The cost of reuse.



 47 897*&28 9-&9 &7* 3472&11> 7*(>(1*)
(metals, paper, plastic) the benefit of
reuse is equivalent to the energy cost of
recycling. The more energy is needed to
recycle the material, the better it is to
reuse directly.



 47 897*&28 9-&9 &7* 3472&11> )4<3J
cycled (wood, ceramic, mixed waste) the
benefit
of
reuse
is
equivalent
to the energy needed for producing
equivalent virgin materials.



 -* *3*7,> 574):(*) +742 .3(.3*J
ration is not taken into account here,
because whether a product is reused or
not it will end up being incinerated anyway at the end of its useful life.

In this report we assessed the benefits of
reusing different materials looking at energy,
as a proxy of resource use.

Why energy
Energy is not the only thing you have to
consider when looking at environmental
impacts, but we choose it because all mining,
production and transportation processes
use energy. This makes it a good approximation of how much work has been put into a
material to produce it, and therefore also of
how much work is saved by reusing it.
However other important aspects that should
be considered to see how sustainable is reuse
are for example land use (especially important
for biobased materials), water use, CO2
emissions, depletion of scarce materials, or
social impacts.

$PODFQUTŔ#FOFţUTPGSFVTF
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Energy gain of reuse

Conversion in the time of tool use

This graph shows the energy gain of reusing for different materials. The
results are computed using embodied energy data from the open source

To make these energy gains tangible, they are also converted in the
equivalent of using common appliances and tools.

Eco-cost database developed at Delft University of Technology.

1 kg of polyester

753 hours of using a sewing machine

(0.1 kW)

1 kg of cotton

510 hours of using a sewing machine

(0.1 kW)

1 kg of particleboard

7 hours of using a circular saw

(1.5 kW)

1 kg of ceramic

1 hour of using a small ceramic oven

(10 kW)

1 kg of MDF

6 hours of using a circular saw

(1.5 kW)

1 kg of plastic

2.5 hours of using a vacuum former

MDF

1 kg of paper

36 hours of using a photocopier

PLASTIC (PP/LDPE)

1 kg of steel

1.7 hours of using a welding machine

(2 kW)

1 kg of copper

50 minutes of using a welding machine

(2 kW)

1 kg of wood

1.5 hours of using a circular saw

1 kg of aluminum

31 minutes of using a welding machine

POLYESTER

217

COTTON

147

PARTICLEBOARD
CERAMIC

PAPER
STEEL

(3 kW)
(0.18 kW)

(1.5 kW)
(2 kW)

COPPER
Other products

WOOD
NORMALLY DOWNCYCLED

ALUMINIUM

0

5

NORMALLY RECYCLED

10

15

20

25

30

35

1 Microwave

74 hours of microwave use

(1.5 kW)

1 Sofa

1450 hours of using a vacuum cleaner

(0.63 kW)

3 m2 of Carpet

402 hours using a vacuum cleaner

(0.63 kW)

MJ/kg of material
www.ecocostsvalue.com
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embodied_energy

$PODFQUTŔ#FOFţUTPGSFVTF
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1.4 Costs of reuse

Rules of thumb
 4:7(*2&9*7.&1814(&11>

Transportation



&0*8:7*74&)97&385479A*85*(.&11>'>(&7&845548*)9497:(0B
is minimized.
 ;*7143,).89&3(*897&385479'>8-.5.8&1<&>857*+*77*)94&.7
transport.
 7&385479.3, 5*7 :3.9 4+ 574):(9 .8 247* -*&;> .3 82&11J8(&1*
than in large-scale production.

Reusing waste materials, just like any production process, requires most
likely some form of transportation.
The footprint of transportation in the life cycle of a product can vary a lot,
easily ranging from the smallest to the largest impact in a suppy chain
depending on the specifics of the case.
Distances, means of transport, fuel used and weight or volume of the
products transported make a big difference. This makes it difficult to
make quantitative comparisons for a generic case. To make sure that
the energy benefits of reuse are not neutralized by too much fuel use in
the chain, the footprint of transportation should be always assessed on a
case by case basis.

Case study: Environmental Footprint of Upcycled Grocery Tote
www.pre-sustainability.com/environmental-footprint-of-upcycled-tote-bag

LONG DISTANCE TRANSPORT
energy use of shipping - 1 kg over 2000 km

SHORT DISTANCE TRANSPORT
energy use of a 20 km drive

AIRPLANE

15.9

CAR TRIP 62
TRUCK 1.1
VAN TRIP

56
SHIP 0.13
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Processing
Reuse of old stuff is likely to require some additional processing. How
much extra processing, in terms of machines, chemicals, tools and
additional material use, can you perform before you neutralize the
benefit of using second hand materials?
The answer to this question is crucial, although it lies beyond the scope
of this report. In general, it depends on where and how the processing
is done, which machines are used and how, what types of materials and
chemicals are added and in what quantities. The way to determine this
is to perform a Life Cycle Assessment of the product.

Rules of thumb
 *):(*9-*:8*4+2&9*7.&18G
 F;4.)94=.(8N<-*3&)).3,2&9*7.&18(-448**(414,.(43*8G

.3.2.?*<&9*7&3)*3*7,>:8*):7.3,574):(9.43G

.3.2.?*<&89*,*3*7&9.43):7.3,574):(9.43G
 -.304+9-*A3*=9B*3)J4+J1.+*N2&0*574):(984:94+<&89*94'*
recyclable again.
 440431.3*+47.3+472&9.43&'4:99-**3;.7432*39&1574+.1*84+
different materials, chemical, and processing techniques.

For example, on www.woodguide.org we collected useful
information about working consciously with wood.

$PODFQUTŔ$PTUTPGSFVTF
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Toxicity and health
In the products we use everyday there are thousands of chemicals. Of
these, a number are potentially dangerous, and as much as they can be
in new products, they can be in waste products.
As chemistry advances, more and more chemicals are invented every
year. As toxicology and regulation catch up, these chemicals are studied,
their risks evaluated, and regulation is introduced on those that are found
to be hazardous. Normally it is impossible to know what chemicals are
used in a new product, let alone in a second hand product. Quick tests
to determine the toxicity of everyday products do not exist, as lab equipment is required. Assessments of toxicity in waste products should be
done carefully on a case by case basis.

Rules of thumb
 +>4:&7*3498:7*N)4349947*:8*574):(98439-*<&9(-1.89+47
products supposed to come in contact with children or food.
 440 :5 .3+472&9.43 &'4:9 9-* 8&+*9> 4+ >4:7 <&89*
resource online.

safemarkets.org/toxic-chemicals-in-products/overview
www.toxipedia.org/display/toxipedia/CHOOSING+SAFER+PRODUCTS+-+Clothing+through+Furniture

Watch list
Governments have recently banned chemicals in these categories:
  F)).9.;*8.3A84+9B51&89.(
  1&2*7*9&7)&398.3+4&2A84+9+:73.9:7*N2&997*88*8BN(:79&.38&3)
plastics (circuit boards and cases in electronic appliances).




 *&;>2*9&18.3'&99*7.*8&3)5&.398
 7*8*7;&9.;*8+474:9)447<44)
 F)).9.;*8:8*).39*=9.1*N&8)>*8N84+9*3*78&3)).8.3+*(9&398G

$PODFQUTŔ$PTUTPGSFVTF
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Materials

Second hand shops as an urban mine
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2.1 Waste flows of Het Goed
second hand shops

Methodology

New products are bought and taken to our
homes every week. When we do not need
them anymore, months, years, sometimes
decades later, we try to sell them, give them
away to someone else, and eventually give
them to second hand shops. It is here that the
leftovers from our cities are sorted between
what can remain a product and what has to
become waste and sent to recycling.
Second hand shops are not only a place where
we can find inexpensive or curious objects,
they are the end station of all the stuff we
bring into our homes, and, as such, an endless
repository of secondary raw materials.

Upstyle Industries and Het GOED have started
in 2013 a collaboration on promoting reuse
design. The waste flow analysis of the company
presented here and in the following pages
come from statistics collected by the company
itself between 2010 and 2012, an analysis of
the Dutch waste market and inventory visits
performed by Upstyle Industries in second
hand shops in Lelystad, Emmeloord, Schie)&2N 1&&7).3,*3N *.)8(-*3)&2J447':7,N
Best and Eindhoven.

Het Goed
Het GOED is the largest second hand
shop company in The Netherlands, with
24 shops in different cities and towns.
Each shop handles the collection of
reusable household waste on behalf
of the municipality. Local residents
can make use of a free door-to-door
collection service or bring their old stuff
directly to the shops.
This way, almost 20’000 tons of old stuff
went through Het GOED’s shops in 2012.
That is twice the weight of the Eiffel
Tower, or the weight of about 3 empty
trains. Every day each Het GOED shop
receives truckloads and carloads of our
old stuff, and every day this mountain
of stuff goes through a careful selection
process where it is divided between
products that go back to our homes,
objects that go to material recycling
or residues that are collected as waste,
sorted between reuse, recycle and
disposal.
www.hetgoed.nl

.BUFSJBMTŔ8BTUFŤPXT)FU(PFETFDPOEIBOETIPQT
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SHOP SALES

8740 TONS
50.7%

FURNITURE
TEXTILE COLLECTION

2693 TONS
15.6%

6855 TONS
39.8%

CLOTHES

1345 TONS
7.8%

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

1033 TONS
6%

BEDS

1538 TONS
8.9%

WHITE AND BROWN GOODS

823 TONS 4.8%

PARTS

528 TONS 3.1%

BOOKS

532 TONS 3.1%

OTHER

The data shows that, as much as trading second hand products or even
more, second hand shops’ work is about sorting materials. The products
that are broken, ugly, antiquate or ruined are sorted out. However also a
big share of what is still good to use has to be disposed of. The amount

WOOD

1671 TONS
9.7%

METAL

1592 TONS
9.2%

E-WASTE

2262 TONS
13.1%

1184 TONS 6.9%

PAPER

835 TONS 4.8%

CERAMIC
CHEMICAL

144 TONS 0.8%

MIXED WASTE

136 TONS 0.8%

2554 TONS
14.8%

of stuff we deliver at second hand shops’ doorstep is too high to be
absorbed by the demand for second hand products. In this
part of the report we have a closer look at these residual
material flows of Het GOED.

.BUFSJBMTŔ8BTUFŤPXT)FU(PFETFDPOEIBOETIPQT
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2.2 Wood
Amount - 1700 tons/year
Wood is Het GOED’s largest waste stream. This material stream amounts
to about 19% by weight of the furniture collected by Het GOED and to
about 0.6% of all the waste wood in the Netherlands.

wood

Treatment - Incineration (downcycling)
Wood waste in The Netherlands is divided into A-wood, massive untreated
wood, B-wood, painted, lacquered or glued wood and wood products
8:(-&85&79.(1*'4&7)&3) N&3)J<44)N.257*,3&9*)<.9--&?&7)4:8
preservative chemicals. The wood from Het GOED is all B-wood. In the
Netherlands this type of wood waste is mainly grinded and incinerated
as biomass fuel (RDF, or refuse derived fuel) in three power plants around
the country or co-fired with. About 4% is mixed with some A-wood and
processed into pressed wood pallets by Presswood.

Composition
Furniture of all kinds, but also wooden boxes, chopping boards or picture
+7&2*8G&79.(1*'4&7)N N2&88.;*<44)&3)-&7)'4&7)G

With the energy saved by
reusing 5 kg of particleboard you can
run a circular saw for 35 hours.

.BUFSJBMTŔ8PPE
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Furniture waste: designer’s perspective
What is in a wood container for designers? We inventoried and analyzed
a sample of more than 1 ton of waste wood coming from five Het GOED
shops in The Netherlands, equivalent to about 30 cubic meters of furniture.
We show here the results to encourage designers and makers to see
this waste as a potential raw material. The quality of this ‘waste’ wood is
mainly good or even perfect when it reaches the container, so the reuse
potential is high.
MATERIAL COMPOSITION

HARDWOOD

SOFTWOOD

CHIPBOARD

PLATES 87%
1500 tons/year

MDF

PLYWOOD

HARDBOARD

BEAMS 13%
220 tons/year

For the analysis, the materials in the container were divided in two
categories, beams and plates, where beams are long, thin pieces such as
planks, sticks, table legs or chair legs, while plates are flat surfaces.
.BUFSJBMTŔ8PPE
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Plates
Plates constituted 87% of what’s found in the wood container, more than
1500 tons per year across Het GOED’s 25 shops in The Netherlands.

CONDITION
good or perfect
bad or ok

plates

22%

489 4+ 9-* 51&9*8 <* +4:3)
were spotless, or only slightly
scratched.
Some of the plates can be
damaged
around
the
edges, badly scratched or
ruined during disassembling.

78%

CHIPBOARD COATING COLORS

bright raw
colors

light
brown

white
brown
light
beige
grey

dark
brown
black

Chipboard (or particleboard)
can be laminated with impregnated paper, melamine resin
(a hard type of plastic) or other
plastics, real wood veneer, or it
can be left uncoated. Here we
looked at the most common
colors found.
red brown
orange brown
.BUFSJBMTŔ8PPE
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SIZE OF PLATES
This graph plots the length and width of each board in cm.
120

VARIOUS SMALL
TABLES / DESKS

100

CABINETS & BOOKSHELVES

width (cm)

SHELVES INSIDE CABINETS
BEDFRAMES

80

LARGE WARDROBES SIDES
AND DOORS
60

40

The pieces with the highest potential for reuse are wardrobes and
desktops, due to their large size. Tabletops are also large, and often made
out of solid wood, but can take longer to disassembled.
Particleboard plates with a width between 20 and 40 cm are largely
available, as they are the building block of particleboard cabinets, which
can be found in any house as kitchen cabinets, bookshelves and small
storage.

20
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Pieces below 60x40 cm can be components of almost any type of
+:73.9:7*N+742(4++**9&'1*894)*808N+742'*)8.)*89&3)894:3.98G

length (cm)

THICKNESS OF PLATES, BY MATERIAL
25%
HARDBOARD
(PLY)WOOD
20%

47*9-&3#h4+9-*51&9*8&7*'*9<**3G!&3)(29-.(0G

MDF
CHIPBOARD

We also looked at the variation of thickness below 1 mm ranges, which
turned out to be high. No clear correlation between exact thickness and
type of finishing was found.

15%

frequency

10%
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Beams
Beams can have flat (planks), round (cylinders) and irregular shape.
Irregular shapes, which can be curved, composite or sculpted, are the
most commons, followed by flat planks.

beams

panks cylinders irregular shapes

The ma jority of beams comes from chairs, tables and bed frames or bed
nets. Baby beds railings are also common.

BEAMS SHAPES AND SOURCES

IRREGULAR

CHAIR

PLANK

BABY BED
BABY NET
OTHER BED

CYLINDER

TABLE
OTHER/UNKNOWN

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

frequency

.BUFSJBMTŔ8PPE
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LENGTH OF BEAMS, BY SHAPE

16%
IRREGULAR

14%

4894+9-*'*&28&3&1>?*)<*7*'*9<**3 &3)(2143,G*&28
longer than 1 meter are less common but nonetheless available.

CYLINDER
12%

PLANK

10%

The peaks of availability for planks of 90 cm, 135-140 cm or around 200
cm, are bed nets.

8%

frequency

6%

*).:2 '*&28 &7* 4+9*3 9&'1* 1*,8 A#J$ (2B 47 '&'> '*) 7&.1.3,8
(cylinders). Irregular pieces below 50 cm are mostly parts of chairs.
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
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length (cm)

THICKNESS OF BEAMS, BY MATERIAL
18%
16%
14%

This graph shows the different thicknesses that can be found among the
'*&28G 4894+9-*2&7*'*9<**3G!&3)(29-.(0G
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800%ŔSFVTFEFTJHOT

Favela Chair, 1991

Reincarnated Furniture, 2009

Campana Brothers

Mischa van der Wekke

Chair made from scrap wood, nails and glue.
Campana Brothers are early adaptors within the
reuse movement.

Ornamental legs from tables and chairs are cut in
four pieces and are reassembled. This creates an
interesting contemporary look.

Schommelstoel in sloophout
Piet Hein Eek
photography by Nob Ruijgrok
Piet Hein Eek has been making scaffolding
wood furniture since 1990 and made it an
icon in the history of Dutch design.

.11&*15*144
Superuse Studios
-*+&(&)*4+.11&*15*144
is covered with cable reel
wood. This example is
interesting because of the
architectural scale of reuse.

Appendisedia, 2011

Martino Gamper
Chair turned into clothes hanger.

Ping pong table and plywood stool, 2012
Will Shannon
Ping Pong table and plywood stools made from the hoarding
that surrounded the London Olympic site.

Condominium, 2011

Kistkruk, 2014

Martino Gamper

Upstyle Industries

Closet composed out of different
styles of doors and boards.

A stool that can be used for storage. Flat pack and easy to
(dis)assemble. No screws, no glue. Designed to be produced
on a large scale, from a widely available waste resource.

Stoolen
Uhuru
Scrap wood held
together with a
bicycle wheel.

LayerCake
Olivier Piqueray for ResourceLab
LayerCake is a material created out of scrap particle board. By stacking this wood and, through
a special developed technique using almost no glue, the layer cakes are modeled almost like a
8(:159:7*G &)*.3(411&'47&9.43<.9-84(.&1<47051&(*8G

Cabinet
Rupert
Blanchard
A cabinet composed
of a collection
of drawers in a
plywood frame.
Produced in medium
large series.
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2.3 Textile
Amount - 2262 tons/year
About 50% of the collected household textile is sorted out before entering
the shops. About 80% of what enters the shops is sold to customers.
Textile leftovers are made of what is pre-sorted out and what is left
unsold in the shops, and constitute about 85% of total textile collection.

textile

Treatment - International trade (reuse and recycle)
Het GOED collects yearly over 2700 tons of clothes and textile, on
average 2 tons of textile per week per shop, and only about 15% is in fact
sold through Het GOED’s shops. The remaining part is given to charities,
NGOs and international second hand clothes traders. It will go through
several stages of re-sorting by quality, type of garment and material and
841).314(&11>(-&7.9>8-458N*=5479*)949-* .))1*&89N &9.3F2*7.(&
or Africa, or recycled as rags or fibers.

Composition
*3(149-*8N<42*3(149-*8N(-.1)7*3(149-*8N85479(149-*8N8-4*8N'&,8N
accessories, but also household textile, such as curtains, bed sheets,
table cloths, bathroom linen and sofa covers.

With the energy saved by
reusing one cotton t-shirt you
could run a sewing machine for
76 hours straight.

.BUFSJBMTŔ5FYUJMF
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Household textile: designer’s perspective
Household textile includes all textile items that are not clothes or
accessories, for example table cloths, bed sheets, towels and curtains.
We inventoried and measured 115 pieces, almost 200 kg, of household
textile from Het GOED shops in Emmeloord and Lelystad in spring and
winter. The analysis showed that the potential for reuse is high in this
waste stream, as the ma jority of the items are plain colored, cotton sheets
in very good condition.

Toxic flame retardants in curtains
About 50% of what we found was curtains. Old curtains may contain
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE) flame retardants which have
been found to be dangerous to humans in the late 90s and have been
banned in the EU in 2004. PBDE is not suitable for contact with food and
children and can only be detected with lab tests. For this reason more
tests should be performed on old curtains before they could be used as
raw material for reuse, and they have been excluded from the analysis.

MATERIAL CONDITION

very good
7%

lightly stained

18%
4%

worn
stained
71%

.BUFSJBMTŔ5FYUJMF
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ITEM TYPE AND MATERIAL

BED SHEET
TOWEL
PILLOW COVER
TABLE CLOTH

COTTON
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ITEM TYPE AND MATERIAL
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5&95*-&ŔSFVTFEFTJHOT

Second Hand Second Life
Louisa Made.Line

Fractal, 2013
Becky Earley

Carpet hand braided
out of old t-shirts.

Shirt has been refurbished
by printing a film on it.

Knotted Scarf
Saako

Coat
Wintervacht

Recycled cotton scarf.

Coat made out of
woolen blankets.

Patch Sweatpants
Hasmik Matevosyan & Samy Andary
Sweatpants made from
two hoodies, selected by
the customer.

Second Hand Second Life
Louisa Made.Line
Carpet hand braided out of old t-shirts.

Warme deken kruk
Lappalou

Twice Upcycled
Becky Earley

Stool covered in recycled
woolen blankets.

Produced with laser cutting,
etching and welding
techniques, as well as
with manual tools
such as scissors.
Printing is done in
the first stage of
‘upcycling’ by a
process called
‘heat photogram
print’.

Textile Wall in HAKA Recycle Office, 2009
Doepel/ Strijkers
A sound absorbing wall from old textile and clothes, part of the
interior of the HAKA clean tech campus.
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2.4 Ceramic

ceramic

Amount - 161 tons/year
Although it constitutes less than 1% of the total waste flow, ceramic waste
is an interesting stream for reuse because of its uniformity and its embodied energy.

Treatment - Grinded and used in construction
(downcycling)

Ceramic is currently grinded and mixed with debris (construction waste,
cement, stone and asphalt) and processed into granulate used as filling
material for roads and constructions.

Composition
:,8N51&9*8&3)49-*79&'1*<&7*G

The energy gained by downcycling ceramic as filling material
is less than 3% of the energy that
was used to produce it.

.BUFSJBMTŔ$FSBNJD
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$&3".*$ŔSFVTFEFTJHOT

:,8
Esther Coombs

New Heirlooms
CJ O’neill

New Heirlooms
CJ O’neill

Old mugs revived with
contemporary illustrations.

Old ceramics with hand
cut flower transfers.

Old ceramics with hand
cut flower transfers.

Ornamental inheritance
Jo Meesters
Traditional ceramics given a
contemporary storytelling pattern,
using sandblasting technique.

Ornamental inheritance
Jo Meesters

Cake Stand
Esther Coombs

Traditional ceramics given a contemporary
storytelling pattern, using sandblasting technique.

Piled up ceramics with contemporary illustrations.
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2.5 Plastic
Treatment - Recycling or incineration
In the municipalities where recycling is arranged, the plastic waste is
transported to sorting stations, shredded, divided by type of plastic and
recycled in recycling installations. Where plastic recycling is not in place,
plastic is disposed of with the residual waste in waste incinerators. The
8&2*-41)8+479>5*84+51&89.(89-&9(&3349'*7*(>(1*)N8:(-&8G

plastic

Composition
Cups, plates, all sort of containers and storage, kitchen tools, toys and
LPs. The most common types of plastic are PP and LDPE. LP records are
2&)*4+2&0.3,9-*2574'1*2&9.(947*:8*477*(>(1*G

Plastic is made to last forever,
but we use it like it’s disposable.
When it’s incinerated it gives back
less than half of the energy that
was used to make it.

.BUFSJBMTŔ1MBTUJD
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Perpetual Plastic Project
Better Future Factory
The Perpetual Plastic Project is an initiative that shows
the opportunity of 3D printing techniques to recycle
plastic waste. Plastic cups are shredded, melted,
extruded and 3D printed into rings.

Endless Chair
Dirk van der Kooij
Dirk van der Kooij
programmed an old
robot to 3D print chairs
with recyled plastic
from refrigerators.

Precious Waste
Michelle Baggerman

BOX Project
Naty Moskovich

.(-*11*&,,*72&3.3;*39*)&9*(-3.6:*
of stretching and spinning strips from plastic
bags into a fine yarn that can be woven into a
delicate fabric. This handcraft technique does
not require any heat or energy in production,
and the material keeps its recyclability.

Plastic crates are reused as
part of furniture designs.

Laptop Sleeve
Startrash
Laptop Sleeve made out of plastic water bags, made in
Ghana. Plastic water bags are a widely available waste
resource in Africa.

Trash Shopping bag
Startrash
Shopping bag made out of plastic
water bags, made in Ghana.

Bow Bins
Cordula Kehrer

Dienstblaadje
Verdraaid Goed

Broken baskets and buckets are repaired with
traditional basketry weaving techniques.

Plastic panels that
previously served
as train time
tables are now
vacuum formed
and cut into
food trays.

Bicycleta, 2006
Nanimarquina
Rug made out of bicycle inner tubes.
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2.6 Metal
Amount - 1100 tons/year
Treatment - Recycling

metal

Scrap metal is traded worldwide as a commodity. In the Netherlands the
amount that is imported and exported each year is higher than that of
scrap metal generated within the country. Before it can be recycled it
has to be refined by sorting and eliminating impurities. Separated scrap
metal is then recycled by being melted and mixed with virgin metal ore
in foundries.

Composition
Furniture and furniture frames (chairs, tables, shelves), poles, bed nets,
lamps, parts of white and brown goods, bicycles, cutlery, kitchen utensils,
food boxes, trays, tools and cables.

Recycling steel requires 55%
of the energy needed to make it
from virgin material, for copper
30% and for aluminum 2%.

.BUFSJBMTŔ.FUBM
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2.7 Paper
Amount - 1100 tons/year

paper

Treatment - Export and recycling
Paper is recycled by the Dutch paper industry or exported, mainly to
China. Since China needs more raw materials than products, and The
Netherlands is one of the European countries with higher waste paper
collection rates, empty containers from the port of Rotterdam are
increasingly being used to transport scrap paper to China. Between 2000
and 2012 this export has increased by 10 times, to reach today about one
million tons per year, or one third of the total scrap paper collected in
the country. The remaining two thirds are recycled in paper mills. Old
paper is immersed in water where paper fibers become loose, cleaned of
impurities and bleached, before they are processed into new paper.

Composition
&.31> '4408 &3) (&7)'4&7) '4=*8N ':9 &184 41) 349*'4408 &3) <-.9*
sheets coming from drawers of the collected furniture. Encyclopedias
and big collection of volumes are a substantial waste flows, they are
difficult to sell in the shops and used to be part of every middle class
home library.

Recycling paper requires as
much as 53% of the energy that
is needed to produce paper from
virgin fiber.
.BUFSJBMTŔ1BQFS
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electronic
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/30/Ewaste-pile.jpg

2.8 Electronic
Amount - 1400 tons/year
This is about 77% of the electronic products Het GOED collects, and
about 23% of the total e-waste collected by second hand shops in The
Netherlands.

Treatment - 84% Recycling 12% Incineration 4% Landfill
E-waste in The Netherlands is collected by Wecycle. Wecycle takes care
that the products are disassembled, metals are recycled and hazardous
substances such as mercury, CFCs and batteries are separated and
properly handled.

Composition
&.31> 8N +7.),*8N 9*1*5-43*8 &3) 24)*28N 894;*8 &3) <&8-.3,
machines, but also remotes, coffee makers, hair dryers, PC accessories,
(&'1*  7*(*.;*78N 8-&;*78N . .N 0*991*8N 94&89*78N 54<*7 94418N
(425:9*78N 1&258N  51&>*78N 8*<.3, 2&(-.3*8N ;&(::2 (1*&3*78N
medical instruments, unidentified machines etc.

With the energy gained by
reusing a microwave you could
run it non stop for 74 hours.

.BUFSJBMTŔ&MFDUSPOJD
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2.9 Residual
Amount - 2700 tons/year

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/3/30/Ewaste-pile.jpg

residual

Treatment
Unsorted waste in The Netherlands is entirely incinerated for energy
recovery. The remaining ash is mainly used in the construction industry
as filling material.

Composition
All sort of stuff or components of stuff. Things that show up regularly
in these containers include bags and suitcases, carpet and floor covers,
sofas and armchairs, teddy bears and toys and, when the season is right,
Christmas decorations.

Incinerating a sofa gives back
less than 20% of the energy that
was used to produce it. For a
carpet it’s 6%.

.BUFSJBMTŔ3FTJEVBM
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Chapter 1.4 Costs of reuse
Energy requirement for transportation by car and van is calculated
per km, while for long distance (sea, air and truck) it is calculated per

Workgroup for safe markets, Toxic chemicals in products.
http://bit.ly/1skeSpn
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3*7,>(438:259.434+&5*9741(&7IN K02
*1.;*7>;&3IN$ K02
F.7+7*.,-9IN!% K0,02
7:(0IN K0,02
*&+7*.,-9IN K0,02
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